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NEW RATES

Change period for
health insurance
Members covered by the New York
City health plan can choose HIP or
GHI at no charge, or pay more to select
another plan. You can change your
choice until Nov. 30 – or wait until
Page 9
next year.

MEMBERSHIP

Are you sure you’ve
signed a union card?

Dave Sanders

Some CUNY employees are surprised
to learn that they’re not yet members
of the PSC. To be a member, you must
have signed a union card. To vote in
chapter elections next spring, you must
be enrolled by Dec. 1.
Page 10

PSC & ALLIES ORGANIZE

STOP THE CUTS

When Governor Paterson called for deep mid-year cuts to CUNY’s budget, the union went into action. In
less than a month, the PSC and its allies organized an emergency rally, gave legislative testimony, flooded
Albany with faxes, fired up a media campaign and lobbied Senators and Assembly members in their home
districts. Advocates argued that the budget-cutting would hurt prospects for New York’s economic recovery,
and outlined alternatives for closing the revenue gap.
PAGEs 3 & 12

PARTY TIME

“U-N-I-O-N, & union
was its name-o !”
In its last contract, the PSC became the
first public-sector union in New York to
win paid parental leave for its members.
New parents brought their kids to the
union hall for a celebration. 
Page 5
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Race & hiring: Opportunity for all is crucial
● I want to thank Clarion for the
excellent reporting in the recent
story on race and employment at
CUNY.
As vice president for Cross
Campus Units and vice chair of the
HEO Chapter, I speak often with
HEOs throughout the University.
HEOs in the lowest ranks, where
the highest concentration of people of color work, report the least
opportunity for upward mobility.
Many have worked for CUNY for
more than 20 years, and some have
master’s degrees and PhDs.
To recruit and retain people
of color in all ranks successfully,
CUNY must provide opportunities
for advancement. Two major obstacles to advancement for HEOs
are that colleges often do not fill
positions from which higher-level
HEOs leave or retire, leaving
lower-level HEOs or classified
service employees to carry the
workload; and it is very hard for
HEO-series employees to achieve
reclassification to a higher title in
their current department at their
current college.
I hope that the PSC’s research
project on CUNY and race will
look at trends in reclassifications
for HEO titles and how these relate
to race.
Iris DeLutro
Queens College

Does focus on race divide?
● Re the October Clarion letters on
race and employment:
I do not think it is fair to assume
that CUNY continues to discriminate against the hiring of “black
faculty and other faculty of color,”
as one responder put it. If the “examination of race” is a “strategic
priority,” as another wrote, then
what is the purpose of that strategy? To magnify, divide and segregate the differences among us?
My own allegiance is to America.
I have not found solace in distinguishing my race from others and
celebrating it or using it as a means
to get ahead or argue. I realize that
there are times when that is necessary. But I also think the acknowledgement of race is a double-edged
sword in these modern times. It
leads to cronyism, elitism and ultimately reinforces segregation.
Racism makes me cry. It is the
saddest and most animalistic action one could take against another.
Such oppression should be avoided
at all costs, especially when based
on God-given attributes such as features and pigmentation. However,
to charge that CUNY is a racist institution would be a discredit to all
people who worked hard to get a job
here and then took the opportunity
to teach each one of his or her stu-

Building HEO power

dents regardless of their race. The
attitude CUNY should adopt is not
one that pits race against race, but
rather one that encourages unity.
Robert Mark Anderson
Queensborough Community College

Taking an honest look
● The September article on race
and employment at CUNY is a good
starting point for our union. Now
we need a deeper discussion, and a
sustained engagement in practical
policy terms about racial inequality
within our university.
I would ask PSC members to
think about the conclusion reached
by Supreme Court Justice Harry
Blackmun: “In order to get beyond
racism, we must first take account
of race. There is no other way.”
Despite talk of the US becoming
a “post-racial” society, the reality
is that pay, power and prestige are
distributed unequally along racial
lines almost everywhere you look.
Certainly we have not arrived at a
“colorblind” CUNY when 87% of our
distinguished professors are white.
There are persistent social mechanisms that perpetuate this kind
of inequality, often more powerful
than individual good intentions.
Some call this structural racism,
some call it institutional racism –
and we need to better understand
how this affects CUNY.
To achieve a colorblind university, we need to take action to end
inequalities along racial lines. That
starts with looking at and analyzing the racial hierarchies that exist
all around us. We can tackle this in
union chapter meetings and committees, in our departments and
college senates. The union’s new
project on CUNY and race is important, but it will make a difference only if we all think about this
problem together.
Ron Hayduk
BMCC

Gary Schoichet

Where are the weak links?

Geniece Pacifici-Elejalde, an assistant to HEO at CCNY, speaks during a HEO
retreat held at the PSC Union Hall on October 17. A first-ever all-day meeting of
HEOs, the retreat drew 70 people. Participants strategized on how to push HEO
demands on issues such as forced overtime and bullying by management.

● There is ample evidence of the
commitment of the Board of Trustees and the Chancellery to the
goal of diversifying the faculty of
CUNY. The chancellor has committed funding for this and made the
goal clear. Yet the faculty demographics of some CUNY colleges
remain remarkably little changed
over the past decade, and in some
cases there has even been a slight
drop in the percentage of African
Americans on the faculty.
From what I have observed and
what I have heard, I can’t but conclude that the presidents and provosts and department chair have
far less commitment to the goal
of diversity. There are too many
weak efforts that do not make effective use of the recruitment sup-

port because the information is not
made known, or there is a lack of
imagination in the effort to secure
promising candidates from minority groups. Is it racism? Well, it is
less than an effective implementation of affirmative action.
As for retaining minority faculty,
I think there is also little or no formal and effective effort to address
whatever are the issues faced by
minority faculty, with the result
that CUNY loses some fine faculty
to other institutions that might be
extending a warmer welcome than
we do.
Philip Pecorino
Queensborough Community College

Diversity & economics
● CUNY’s lack of progress in minority hiring is, I suspect, an issue
of economics. Minorities are often
less likely than whites to be able
to afford the salaries of our junior
faculty if, for example, their oldfashioned ambitions include home
ownership and children before
the age of 40. They’re less likely to
have the economic support outside
CUNY to allow both scholarly research and a mortgage payment,
both teaching and child care.
My brightest minority students
at City Tech, all undergrads, avoid
careers that guarantee a decade or
more of risky post-baccalaureate
poverty: PhD studies, the years
seeking a tenure-stream job, the
junior ranks of the tenure stream.
Their economic ambitions are better realized if they finish a bachelor’s degree and work as police or
military officers, as nurses or physical therapists, as building managers or engineers, as public school
teachers or firefighters.
Walter Dufresne
City Tech

Textbooks: another option
● Recently, the burden of excessive textbook prices has caught
the attention of Senator Durbin’s
committee, which has been considering several proposals (September
Clarion, pages 4 & 10). Two of these
proposals involve the unacceptable
idea of faculty authors ceding control of their work. (If I want to write
something without control I’ll write
for Wikipedia – sometimes I do.)
The real problem for students is
income inequality and a three-decade program of defunding public
higher education. Let the Senate
first address these problems with
a 90% marginal income tax, sharply increased subsidies to higher
education, tuition caps and fixing
the scandalous rules on student
loans (far more onerous than ordinary loans). Yes, textbook prices
are excessive and corporate greed
is behind it. The chief reason for

that is the spinelessness of the
Department of Justice, which has
allowed so many publisher mergers that market competition has
disappeared.
There is one other thing that
the federal government could do
to address this: Create a “public
option,” – that is, a self-sustaining
federally operated, no-frills printpublishing enterprise, with the
usual author arrangements (small
advances, unit-based royalties),
but without the profit motive, the
marketing overkill, the schemes
to “kill used books,” and the overly glossy, over-produced books.
This would yield much cheaper
texts across the board while still
preserving faculty intellectual
property rights.
David Arnow
Brooklyn College

Textbooks: preserve
authors’ rights
● The September 2009 Clarion described three alternatives being
considered by Senator Durbin on
which to base legislation aimed
at lowering the cost of textbooks.
Briefly, two of them remove a textbook author’s control over future
revisions that may be made by
others. The third, called “No Derivatives,” gives the author(s) sole
control of the work.
“No Derivatives” is the only
option consistent with academic
integrity. The other two open the
door to purposeful or inadvertent
detrimental impact on an author’s
reputation. A textbook is the work
of an author (or authors who decide to collaborate). Those who
think the material is wrong or out
of date are free to write their own
textbook. With less labor they can
write and distribute critical or
supplemental handouts, as well as
assign library readings that serve
these purposes. The instructor can
utilize his/her own reading and
thought in classroom lecture and
discussion to attack or modify the
text’s approach.
As the author of one text and coauthor of another, I reject the notion that anybody should be free to
meddle in revisions and updates of
my work. Lowering the cost of textbooks to students is an important
goal, but it cannot be done in a way
that damages authors.
Gerald Handel
CCNY & the Graduate Center
(emeritus)

Write to Clarion
Tell us what you are thinking.
Letters may be on any topic, but
must be no more than 200 words and
are subject to editing. Send in yours
to phogness@pscmail.org.
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PSC races to block midyear cuts
Union members urge legislators to invest in CUNY

By PETER HOGNESS

Because of lower-than-budgeted
revenues, the governor says New
York State faces a $5 billion deficit over the next two years. Paterson’s proposed Deficit Reduction
Plan came in two waves. First,
he proposed $500 million in state
agency cuts, most of which he imposed administratively without
seeking legislative approval. More
than one-third of these cuts fell on
CUNY, SUNY and student financial aid. For CUNY, the governor
sought to slash aid to to CUNY senior colleges by $53 million, but because CUNY is not a state agency
he acknowledged that legislative
approval is required for these cuts
to take effect. His second wave of
cuts, all of which require legislative
approval, sliced $9.9 million from
CUNY community colleges’ State
support. Both proposed cuts would
be made within the current fiscal
year; effectively doubling their impact, since the full amount of the
reduction would be felt in one semester instead of spread over two.
“CUNY senior colleges [have already] suffered reductions of $68.3
million in State aid in the 2008-2009
budget,” London told the hearing.
“CUNY began the 2009-2010 budget year with a further $44.6 million cut in State aid.... At the same
time, full-time equivalent student
enrollment has shot up again this
year by 6.4% in the senior colleges
and 11.7% in the community colleges.” The combination of budget cuts
and enrollment growth is simply
unsustainable, London said: “More

From left, State Senator Malcolm Smith (D-Queens), PSC First VP Steve London, Cross-Campus VP Iris Delutro & Ruth Drayton
of the Murphy Institute at an Oct. 21 meeting organized by the union’s Legislative Committee.
students require more resources.”
already struggling with funding,” greater economic challenge, but
Especially in the current deep re- said Alex Wolf, an assistant profes- the public policy response was
cession, London said, cuts to public sor of biology at BCC. “The pros- bolder and more effective. “During
higher education make no eco- pect of cutting even more money the Depression, three new colleges
nomic sense. “Investment in public from our budget is scary. We’ve were created for New York City,”
higher education is directly linked got infrastructure problems, we’ve Bowen said. “They had the foreto the economic future of the state,” got health and safety issues, we’ve sight to realize that when students
he said, “especially in difficult eco- got students who don’t have the re- are flocking into schools, when
nomic times.”
sources that they need. So I came parents want their children to
That point was amplified
down to the rally to say have a better future, when adults
are coming back to college in orby testimony at the same Soaring
all that.”
hearing by Steve Allinger, enrollment
Paterson’s call for cuts der to train for new jobs, that’s the
legislative director for New
is the opposite of what time to invest if you really want
York State United Teachers requires
New York needs, Wolf people to thrive.”
The rally was co-sponsored
(NYSUT), the PSC’s state af- more funds, told Clarion. “We’ve
filiate. “Intellectual capital
had a huge increase in with United University Profesnot
less.
is what is driving economies
enrollment, but in our sions (UUP) of SUNY and unions
around the world and is what our department they didn’t hire any at SUNY community colleges, such
state needs to invest in to foster new faculty to deal with it,” he ex- as United College Employees (UCE)
economic growth,” said Allinger. plained. “I’m sure it’s the same in at the Fashion Institute of Technol“Businesses are choosing to locate other departments, and it’s a fanta- ogy, and was supported by NYSUT,
near great colleges and universities sy to think you can keep going like the United Federation of Teachers
that can provide them with cutting- that. So we don’t need less money, (UFT), and community-based organizations such as the Alliance
edge research and a skilled work- we need more – that’s the reality.”
force. These cuts fly in the face of
“CUNY cannot absorb any more for Quality Education and the NYC
this fact, and will undermine our cuts,” PSC President Barbara Bow- Coalition for Educational Justice.
UUP President Phillip Smith had
economic recovery.”
en told the crowd. “The University
is already cramming students into strong words for the $90 million
there is an alternative
overcrowded classrooms. Enroll- mid-year reduction that Governor
Bowen’s Senate Finance Commit- ment is the highest it has ever been; Paterson imposed on SUNY, calltee testimony emphasized that New the demand for a CUNY education ing it outrageous, unacceptable and
York does have alternatives that has never been greater. It makes no “beyond the pale.” Tens of thoumake much more economic sense. sense – economically or morally – sands of college-bound high school
students and community college
“Use the Tax Stabilization Fund to cut the University now.”
In the 1930s, Bowen noted, New transfers will be turned away from
and the State Rainy Day Fund,
which together offer $1.5 billion; York and the nation faced an even SUNY next year, he warned, beeliminate the failed Empire Zone
Program and save the State $600
million a year; end contracting-out
to expensive consultants, and save
the State another $730 million over
the next three years,” she urged
Senators. “And most important, go
to Washington and demonstrate
the need for an extension of state
fiscal relief as part of federal action.” (See also page 12.)
Six days later, on October 27, hundreds of CUNY and SUNY faculty,
staff and students, were joined by
K-12 teachers and community supporters in an emergency protest
against the cuts held at Hunter
College.
“Bronx Community College is Zakiyah Ansari of the Alliance for Quality Education spoke at the Oct. 27 rally.
Dave Sanders

Paterson’s plan

cause there won’t be enough courses or instructors to teach them.
“These cuts are bleeding SUNY
dry, and the students will be the
ones who will need a transfusion,”
Smith said.

cuny and suny

Dave Sanders

At the State legislature convened in
mid-November, the PSC was in the
midst of a full-court press against
Governor Paterson’s proposal for
deep mid-year cuts in State support
for CUNY.
In a period of just three weeks,
the union and its allies organized
an emergency rally, gave legislative testimony, flooded Albany
with faxes and phone calls, fired
up a media campaign and lobbied
Senators and Assembly members
in their home districts.
The wave of actions carried a
single message: Oppose the governor’s destructive cuts to public
higher education.
PSC First Vice President Steve
London testified before the Assembly Ways and Means Committee on October 21, while President
Barbara Bowen appeared at a State
Senate Finance hearing October
26, drawing news coverage on NPR
and local TV news.
“Years of accumulated disinvestment mean that CUNY today has
few financial and human reserves.
We are now bone and sinew,” London told the committee members.
“Further cuts for an institution
that is already stretched to the limit will have a much more damaging
impact than those same cuts might
have had twenty years ago.”

UUP, which represents 35,000
academic and professional faculty
on the 29 New York State-operated
campuses of the SUNY system, is
fighting to reverse the $90 cut that
Paterson has already imposed.
The many CUNY students in the
crowd came not just from Hunter,
but from across the University.
“As they’re cutting us, it’s making it harder for people to learn
and get the education they need to
move on in life,” said Mack Blount,
who is studying accounting at
LaGuardia Community College.
Blount came to the rally with his
sister, whom he credited as first
encouraging him to enroll in college, and now to act in defense of
his education. “I’m learning about
accounting at the same time as I’m
watching them cut the budget,” he
said with a wry grin.
Budget alternatives were the
focus of a series of grassroots lobbying visits to State Senators and
Assemblymembers in their district
offices, which the PSC organized
on short notice. In recent months
the union’s Legislative Committee
had focused on organizing borough committees for local lobbying
efforts. That sustained effort paid
off in the current budget crunch,
as members quickly moved to take
the union’s message to legislative
leaders on their home turf.
“I can’t tell you how important
it is for the union to be there, in
their district offices with their
constituents, making our case,”
Steve London told PSC activists at the October 29 Delegate
Assembly. “When we let them
know that the people from whom
they have to seek re-election are
interested and watching them,
that makes all the difference.”
The union’s borough-based teams
met with a list of legislators that
included State Senators Malcolm
Smith, Diane Savino, Eric Adams,
Toby Ann Stavisky and others, and
Assemblymembers Carl Heastie,
Deborah Glick, José Peralta, Inez
Barron, Audrey Pheffer and more.

ad campaign
The grassroots effort was complemented by a NYSUT media
campaign, with $200,000 in targeted advertising in radio, billboards
and print, with the message that
cuts to public education – in both
K-12 and higher ed – will damage
both New York’s immediate economic recovery and its longerterm economic future.
As Clarion went to press, the
State Legislature met in a special
session to consider Paterson’s
proposed cuts. (For latest developments, see www.psc-cuny.org.)
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Hunter cafeteria workers win fair deal
By CHARISSE WAUGH

Facing a boycott of the Hunter College cafeteria planned by the PSC
chapter and student activists, AVI
Foodsystems, Inc., finally agreed
to a contract with Hunter College
cafeteria workers in October.
The new agreement was ratified on October 30 in a unanimous
vote. “It was wonderful,” remarked
Debra Johnson, a Hunter College
cafeteria cashier and an employee
representative in negotiations. “All
of our hard work paid off.”
The workers, members of
UNITE HERE Local 100, began
contract negotiations last August
when AVI began providing food
services at Hunter. The talks
turned contentious when AVI demanded that the workers – for the
first time – make premium payments for health care coverage,
and switch their retirement plan
to an AVI-managed 401(k).

Faculty, student support key
On October 23, faced with a joint
effort by Local 100, student supporters and the Hunter PSC chapter, AVI agreed to let the workers
keep their current health care coverage. The agreement also calls
for wage increases and a unionmanaged pension plan. “We are so
proud of ourselves,” Johnson told
Clarion. “They thought we would
back down.”

broad support
On September 8, the employees
and Local 100 held a work stoppage
in the middle of the lunch rush,
which gained broader attention in
the Hunter College community. On
October 5, students and PSC members joined the workers in a rally
outside of Hunter, with more than
150 people supporting the cafeteria
union against AVI’s demands.

“When we showed up to final negotiations with a stack of petitions
supporting a boycott, the faces of the
AVI reps turned beet red,” Johnson
said. More than 1,000 signatures had
been gathered pledging to avoid patronizing the cafeteria if AVI continued to demand that the workers give
up their current benefits.
UNITE HERE staffer Ian Mikusko agreed that the petitions had
rattled AVI’s negotiators. “It was
awesome to see how much support
the workers had from the Hunter
College and CUNY community,”
Mikusko added.
“What a wonderful lesson for
us educators – in unity there is
strength!” said Tami Gold, chair
of the PSC chapter at Hunter. The
chapter voted unanimously to support the food service workers, she
told Clarion, and organized for

ment in place but talks continued.
On wages, the workers will receive a
$500 lump sum this year, followed by
an approximately 4% hourly raise in
2010 and again in 2011.
On pensions, the result was a
the October 5 rally by leafleting
throughout the college. “This wasn’t compromise. AVI will not maintain
just a situation of abstract solidarity the defined-benefit pension plan
– many cafeteria workers at Hunter that covered the workers when
have been working alongside us for they were employed by Sodexho,
the previous food service contracthe past twenty years,” Gold said.
The president of the Hunter Col- tor at Hunter. But AVI will make
lege Alumni Association, Pat Rud- fixed-retirement contributions for
den, is also a member of the PSC. “At all workers to a union-managed
401(k) plan, instead of only
the fall membership meeting
matching individual emof the Alumni Association, we A union
ployee contributions to an
deliberately used a non-AVI ca- victory
AVI-controlled 401(k) as the
terer in support of the cafeteria
workers,” said Rudden, a pro- at Hunter company had demanded.
“The students said they
fessor of English at City Tech. college
would do it again, because
“We were happy that our clout
had helped in getting the workers it’s about maintaining affordable
a contract proposal that they could health care; and AVI should be fearful of that,” said Johnson, who has
live with.”
The workers’ biggest win in the worked in the cafeteria for the past
new three-year contract was the 10 years. “I’m a cashier so I can see
continuation of free family health how much money AVI is bringing in
benefits for the life of the contract, every day. When it’s time to reneincluding full employer contributions gotiate again, they won’t be able to
for this past August, September and say they’re broke, because I’ll know
October, when there was no agree- the truth.”

Stella D’oro factory closes down
The Stella D’oro bakery in the
Bronx was closed on October 8, putting 136 unionized employees out
of work. After a strike that lasted
nearly a year and an extensive legal battle, the factory has been sold
and much of the plant’s equipment
dismantled and shipped to a nonunion shop in Ohio.
One union leader called the closing of the factory “a defining moment” for labor in New York City.
The PSC rallied in support of the
workers, union president Barbara
Bowen said, because “they offered
a rare example of unbroken solidarity and militant resistance to a terribly inferior contract.”
In August 2008, management demands for cuts in wages and benefits provoked an 11-month strike
by the members of Bakery Workers Local 50, which ended after a
union victory at the National Labor
Relations Board forced the company to take back the strikers under
terms of their old contract, along
with back pay. Brynwood Partners,
the Connecticut-based private equity firm that owned Stella D’oro,
struck back by selling the brand
to the snack food giant Lance, Inc.,
and moving to shutter the factory
in the Bronx.

Meeting Hugo
At an October 29 rally and press
conference outside the factory
gates, the workers revealed that
CITGO, the US-based subsidiary of
Venezuela’s state oil company, had
expressed interest in buying the
abandoned factory, but had been
rebuffed by Brynwood.
“CITGO tried to call them, e-mail
them and they [Brynwood] refused
to respond,” said Stella D’oro shop
steward Mike Filippou.

Brynwood won’t bite on Chavez buyout offer

psc staunch allies

John Tarleton

By JOHN TARLETON

Filippou said that Local 50 is fighting to make sure the Stella D’oro
workers receive full payment of the
estimated $15 million they are owed,
including $1.5 million in severance
pay, another $1.5 million in back pay
from the strike, as well as another
$12 million in pension and health
care fund liabilities. Meanwhile,
Filippou added, nine former Stella
D’oro workers have started new jobs
at bakeries in Queens, Long Island
and New Jersey that are organized
by Local 50. He expects 20-30% of the
workers to eventually land unionized bakery positions in the New
York City area.

Workers at the Stella D’oro bakery in the Bronx exit with their heads held high at the end of their final shift on October 8.
A CITGO spokesperson confirmed to Clarion that the company
“did express an interest in purchasing the plant but did not receive a
response.”
CITGO’s involvement began
after several of the workers and
their supporters spoke with Hugo
Chavez during a September 23 reception at Venezuela’s UN mission.
After Chavez asked how he could
help, one of the workers urged him
to buy the company.
Chavez mentioned the “cracker
factory” on Larry King Live later
that night and spoke of buying it during a speech he gave the following
day at the United Nations. A week
later CITGO executive Andreas
Rangel flew in from Houston and
held a pair of meetings with Stella
D’oro workers and supporters.

The Stella workers and their supAccording to Bronx community
activist René Rojas, who was pres- porters said they had also reached
ent at the meetings, CITGO was out to the Bloomberg administrainterested in buying or renting tion to seek help in brokering a
the bakery at 237th St. and Broad- deal with Brynwood, but received
way, reorganizing it as a worker- no assistance.
“How are you the mayor of a city
run cooperative and resuming
and let this happen?” asked
production under another
Judy Sheridan-Gonzalez, a
name, since Brynwood had Workers
Bronx-based union activist.
already agreed to sell the embodied
“He [Bloomberg] didn’t even
Stella D’oro brand to Lance.
try to find a solution. We
Rojas said there were infor- a spirit of
mal discussions about how solidarity. did. It’s such a travesty.”
While prospects for a
made-in-the-Bronx cookies
could be sold at CITGO’s 7,000 US- cookie co-op in the Bronx have
stalled, the factory is being gutted.
based gas stations.
“They were interested in show- Filippou said Stella D’oro would
casing a form of production which be finished shipping equipment to
was beneficial to the whole com- Ohio by November 20. He predictmunity and which privileged social ed that giant 10 x 100 foot ovens,
results rather than just economic which can’t be hauled away in an
18-wheeler, will be sold for scrap.
objectives,” Rojas said.

Filippou praised PSC for its
staunch support for the Stella D’oro
workers over the past 14 months. “If
every union was like the PSC,” he
said, “believe me, things would be
different for the working class.”
Retired Queens College professor Tony O’Brien worked closely
with the support committee that
backed the Stella D’oro workers.
O’Brien said the workers embodied
what solidarity-based unionism can
be. He recalled attending a meeting
where one of the workers turned to
him after it was announced they
had received more than $15,000 in
strike donations from community
supporters and said if there was
money left over when their strike
ended, they should pass it on to the
next group that needed the money.
“That was the emblem of the
struggle to me,” O’Brien said.
And while the workers may not
have won this fight, neither did
Brynwood. According to Local 50
lawyer Louis Nikolaidis, Brynwood
bought Stella D’oro for $17 million
in 2006 and hoped to flip it for three
times as much after busting the
union. Instead, he estimates the
private equity firm will lose $10-20
million on the deal.
“They weren’t brilliant thinkers,” Nikolaidis concluded. “They
didn’t add any value.”
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Celebrating paid parental leave

invaluable
Hunter assistant professor of
education Ann Ebe, whose first
child was born on August 18, said
that being able to be fully present
during her daughter’s early development has been invaluable.
“It’s been wonderful to be at
home with her and see her develop
and grow,” Ebe said. “A few weeks
ago she began to smile and that’s
huge. It makes it all worthwhile.”
Ebe said she will use accumulated sick leave and vacation time in
addition to her paid parental leave
to take almost a full semester off.
Under the new policy, new mothers
can begin their paid parental leave
as soon as they have used whatever sick leave they take for recovery from childbirth. “It would have
been really hard on the students to
have one person run three classes
for half a semester and then have
someone else take over with five
weeks to go,” Ebe told Clarion.
Maria Franco, an assistant professor of mathematics at QCC, who
is expecting her second child in
March, is looking forward to her
leave. “I don’t want to have the pres-

on me” and put her in touch with
people at the union’s central office,
who helped Franco sign up for the
retroactive benefit before the deadline expired.
“They were really good,” she
said. “They did an amazing job.”
As a result, Franco is teaching
two courses this semester instead
of three, following her daughter’s
birth last December. She said this
has allowed her to spend more
time with her child while also preparing a first book for publication
before coming up for tenure review
next year.
New dads have also benefited
from paid parental leave. LaGuardia Associate HEO Suraj Singh
said paid parental leave not only
allowed him to stay at home with
Another happy PSC baby.
his new child, but also to take on
sure of having to take a phone call a greater load of household chores
or an e-mail or going to a meeting,” as his wife recuperated following a
she said. “I think peace of mind is cesarean section.
Paid parental leave is available to
more important for new moms.”
When the paid parental leave all full-time employees covered by
the 2007-2010 PSC-CUNY
benefit went into effect last
March 19, parents of children Union gears contract who have at
least one year of full-time
born or adopted between up to
service. (For details, see
July 17, 2008, and March 20,
2009, were eligible for a ret- preserve &
www.psc-cuny.org/Parenroactive benefit in the form of expand
talLeave.htm and www.
eight weeks of paid parental
psc - cu ny.org/Cla r ion /
benefit.
leave, restoration of annual
ClarionMay2009.pdf.)
leave used for the purpose of carThe new benefit marks the first
ing for a newborn, financial com- time that public-sector employees
pensation or release from teaching in the State of New York have reone course per semester for up to ceived paid parental leave. Negotiatwo semesters. Franco’s first child tions on a new collective bargaining
was born last December. Though agreement begin next year. At the
she originally thought she would October 24 party, participants filled
not qualify for the retroactive ben- out pledge cards promising to orgaefit, she says former QCC Chapter nize to make paid parental leave a
Chair Jay Appleman “kept an eye permanent benefit.

“We don’t just want to preserve
it. We want to expand it,” said BCC
associate professor of biology Nikki McDaniel, a member of the PSC
Executive Council and mother of a
10-month-old son. “Eight weeks is a
big step forward, but it still doesn’t
cover the whole semester without
getting people to use up their sick
days and vacation time.”

building leverage
Queens College assistant professor of political science Keena Lipsitz
worked on the original campaign

PSC members who have enjoyed a new paid parental leave benefit gathered for
a party at the Union Hall on October 24.

Tenure shift gets negative review
By PETER HOGNESS

The administration of City College
is attempting to impose an additional layer of tenure review beyond
the procedure laid out in the union
contract. The CCNY PSC chapter
has opposed the unilateral move as
“a violation of both the contract and
the law,” and has filed a grievance
against it.
“Any change that would affect faculty rights under the contract must
be negotiated with the union,” said
Mike Green, professor of chemistry
and PSC chapter chair at CCNY.
“That’s not optional – it’s required.”
In October the union issued a
statement saying, “The CCNY
PSC chapter views the actions by
the college’s management: 1) as an
abrogation of the contract, which
undermines faculty rights; and 2)
a violation of management’s obli-

to win the benefit. She is using the
benefit this semester to be with
her 5-month-old daughter. Lipsitz
signed up for a number of tasks in
the upcoming campaign including
letter writing, attending chapter
meetings, talking with colleagues,
participating in campus activities
to build leverage and attending negotiation sessions.
Paid parental leave “is a tremendous help for junior faculty up
for tenure,” she said. “It’s really
helped me and I want it to be there
for other people.”

Pat Arnow

It was the first time the PSC union
hall had seen a gathering quite like
this. Beneath bright balloons, toddlers crawled on play mats made of
letters of the alphabet, their older
siblings drew in coloring books,
and parents shared stories about
how a hard-fought union victory
changed their lives.
The occasion was a Saturday
morning party held October 24, to
celebrate the eight-week paid parental leave benefit that union members
won under the current contract.

Parents savor extra kid time

Pat Arnow

By JOHN TARLETON

CCNY move illegal, says PSC
gations to consult and negotiate
on matters of policy and practice
which affect the terms and conditions of employment, as covered by
the PSC/CUNY contract.”
The new procedure, which the administration announced in September, calls for tenure-track faculty
members in their third year to undergo an evaluation by their dean,
in addition to the annual evaluation
by their department chair that is
provided for under the contract.
“By failing to consult the union,
the previous administration showed
little respect for the faculty,” said
Green. “It is our hope that the new
administration will respect the faculty – and the contract.”
Jane Gallagher, vice chair of the
union chapter, said that the process

was unacceptable. “Our point is, you
have to bargain with the union before you can do this,” she told Clarion. “Whether it’s a good idea or a
terrible idea, you have to talk with
us first. And why wouldn’t you?”
There may be junior faculty
members who need to get more
feedback, Gallagher said – but if
so, management has not presented
any clear reason why this can’t be
dealt with through existing procedures. “If a dean thinks a chair can
be more effective in certain ways,
they can meet with them, discuss it,
and get the normal process to work
better,” she told Clarion.
Nor has the administration made
a case, she said, for why the power
of deans should be expanded within
the tenure process.

The controversy comes at a time
when the City College administration is in flux. The administration
initiative on tenure began under
the presidency of Gregory Williams when the CCNY’s Review
Committee, which is chaired by the
provost, asked the college’s Faculty
Committee on Personnel Matters to
consider it.
Williams resigned in September,
and the search for a new college
president is currently underway.
Robert Paaswell, distinguished professor of civil engineering, took office as acting president in October. It
is not yet known whether the change
in the presidency will lead to the appointment of a new provost.
College spokesperson Ellis Simon declined to comment, stating
that it was CCNY policy not to comment on issues where a grievance
is pending.

Calendar
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4: 4:00 pm /
“First Friday” PSC committee
on part-timer affairs, PSC Union
Hall, 61 Broadway, 15th floor. For
more information, contact Marcia
Newfield at mnewfield@pscmail.org.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6: 6:00 pm / PSC
Womens Committee. At the PSC
office, 61 Broadway, 15th floor. For
more information, contact Marcia
Newfield at mnewfield@pscmail.org.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 11: 6:00 pm /
Labor Goes to the Movies presents
Sullivan’s Travels (directed by
Preston Sturges, 1941). At the PSC
Union Hall, 61 Broadway, 16th fl.
More info at www.psc-cuny.org.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15: 6:00 pm /
PSC Solidarity Committee meeting. At the PSC office, 61 Broadway,
15th floor. For more information,
contact Jim Perlstein at jperlstein@
bassmeadow.com.
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New community college plan

PSC members debate, discuss
This fall PSC members have been debating CUNY’s fast-moving plan
for a new community college. At the union’s Delegate Assembly, in
chapter meetings, and in countless informal discussions, union members have been discussing the potential impact of this initiative.
In a letter to members in October, PSC President Barbara Bowen
wrote that while a new college could offer exciting possibilities, CUNY’s
plan raises serious concerns – especially because it is being marketed
by 80th Street as a blueprint for broad community college “reform.”
The plans for the new college, Bowen noted, mention neither a permanent tenured faculty based at the college nor academic departments. What happens to academic freedom and faculty governance
without these basic structures? The letter also raised questions about
the narrowness of the curriculum and the possibility that the new
college, in its relentless focus on standard measures of graduation
rates, would sacrifice intellectual breadth for speed of completion.
Bowen also questioned the strategy of showcasing a new college that
will serve a relatively small student population when CUNY’s existing community colleges are overcrowded and underfunded.
For links to CUNY documents on the new community college, full
text of Bowen’s letter and other analysis by union members, see
www.psc-cuny.org/proposedcc.htm and www.cuny.edu/academics/oaa/
initiatives/ncc.html.
The PSC is organizing a conference this spring that will aim to
bring together the best thinking nationally on community college
education, “to foster an informed public discussion that is both rigorous and imaginative.” In the meantime, here is sampling of what
members have had to say:

Felipe Pimentel
Assistant professor of sociology
Hostos Community College
The controversies around the proposed community college can be
summarized in two complicated
questions. First, CUNY management has not been explicit enough
regarding the structure of the college and how it would fit together
with the existing system regulated
by CUNY bylaws and the union
contract. The union should not
endorse this initiative until CUNY
clarifies its new project.
Second, faculty and students
in two-year institutions are concerned about the prospect of less
resources being allocated to the
existing community colleges,
while the new community college
becomes the University’s main priority. We have six community colleges that need more support from
the central administration. The
creation of this new community
college could divert resources that
we need at Bronx, Queensborough,
Borough of Manhattan, LaGuardia
and Hostos Community Colleges.

Ira Shor
Professor of English
College of Staten Island & the
Graduate Center
John Dewey’s Democracy and
Education, published nearly 100
years ago, is worth consulting as
we consider CUNY’s plan for a
new community college.
Dewey denounced the vocational education then taking root in
America. The grave danger he saw

was that “technical efficiency”
would make education “an instrument of perpetuating unchanged
the existing industrial order of
society instead of operating as a
means of its transformation.”
Dewey sided with labor against
the 1917 Smith-Hughes Act for federally-funded industrial education,
concerned that job skills would be
taught “at the expense of meaning.” Unless average students were
explicitly invited to think critically
about their conditions in society,
he argued that such vocationalism
would only fortify “the socially
obnoxious features of the present
industrial and commercial order.”
For Dewey, vocational education

was “illiberal and immoral” if it
did not include a critical curriculum enhancing workers’ ability
to understand and act on policies
that disfavored them.
In America today, community
colleges have segregated workingclass students into lesser vocational campuses producing more
dropouts than graduates. While
Americans generally accumulated
more degrees than ever in the past
50 years, median family income
of the bottom 60% has stagnated
or declined. Expanding access to
mass higher education has paralleled declining access to good-paying secure jobs for the majority,
while the economy enriched the

top 5%. How will the curriculum of
the new community college pose
this central problem to students?
The “solution” typically offered –
get a degree or another degree to
be more competitive in the “global
market” – already weighs down
millions who are storming the
gates of two-year colleges. What
else do they perhaps need to learn?
Dewey called for a critical curriculum of “economics, civics, and
politics, to bring the future worker
into touch with the problems of the
day…and train power of adaptation to changing conditions so that
future workers would not become
blindly subject to a fate imposed
upon them.”
To reach Dewey’s goal, our
smart and honorable colleagues
at work on the new community
college plan should reject a twoyear unit operated mostly by overworked and underpaid adjuncts.
The resources secured for this college should instead finance a fulltime faculty unit with no tuition as
an example for the future of CUNY
– not a Potemkin Village showcase
like the Macaulay Honors College.
Grand old battered CUNY should
build vigorous cultural democracy
that pulls our degraded public life
in a happily humane direction.

Anne Friedman
Professor of developmental skills
BMCC
This is a very complex project
that has been in the works for
about 18 months, and union members need to make sure that we
are well-educated about it. People
should read the documents on the
New CUNY Community College
Initiative website, as well as those
on the PSC website.
I think we need to focus on what
this proposal means for union
rights and college governance.
CUNY management has said that
they will not violate the collective bargaining agreement – but
when faced with questions about
workload, the hiring process, fulltime/part-time ratios, department
chairs, tenure, academic freedom
and professional autonomy, management responses have been
vague and non-committal.
The community college planning team has not discussed issues
of full-time/part-time/consortial
faculty mix, and there are still
no plans in regard to workload,
whether or not there will be academic departments with elected
chairs, whether faculty will be
hired on professorial track lines,
or what part newly hired faculty
will play in structuring program,
curriculum and graduation requirements. There are 13 working
committees, and the 13th one is on
governance – but that committee
still has not been charged.

spective is shaped in part by how I
became a co-chair.
I’m involved in a research project with five colleagues across
three of the community colleges,
in which we’re looking at the obstacles that young women of color
face as they pursue a community
college degree.
When I heard about the effort
to create a new community college, I wanted those involved to
know about our research. So I
sent them an e-mail – and immediWe should remember 80th
ately I got an e-mail back saying,
Street’s repeated efforts to remove
“Come and talk to us, tell us about
department chairs from the baryour research.” Our research is
gaining unit, to hire increasing
faculty-generated, and funded by
numbers of non-research faculty,
the New York Community Trust, a
and to create new non-tenure
foundation deeply concerned about
track titles in the contract, as well
women in poverty in New York
as its refusal to acknowledge CUCity. We met with the new comNY’s permanent part-time workmunity college folks and there was
force by rejecting demands for job
a genuine interest in our work. A
security. Given this history, manday later they said, “We’d like you
agement’s silence on vital
to chair one of our commitVague
questions of union rights
tees. What do you think?”
and faculty governance is
responses And at that initial meeting
extremely worrisome.
brought up the concerns
to questions Ithe
union has raised, which
The School of Profesabout
I share, about issues of
sional Studies (SPS) is
headed by the same dean governance governance, of tenure. The
response I got was that they
who is leading this new
have no intention of violating the
community college venture. Last
contract.
Spring SPS had 147 faculty, of
I also found that among those
whom only four were full-time.
planning this new college there
They are distinguished lecturers
was a passionate interest in small
on five or seven-year contracts
classes, in small counselor-to-stuand the rest are adjuncts. Some
dent ratios, and in true formative
are adjuncts who have full-time
evaluation of programs . This was
jobs at other colleges, and some
exciting and I jumped at the opporare adjuncts only. It is untrue, as
tunity to be involved.
management claims, that SPS’s
As co-chair of the committee on
Personnel & Budget Committee is
enrollment and persistence mancomprised of full-timers. At this
agement, I have asked our commitschool they are part-time, at-will
tee members to think about both
employees. They are hired or
their dreams and their nightmares
fired by the school’s dean, who is
as we envision innovative ways to
appointed by the chancellor. So
help students persist in commuthe school’s entire faculty is basinity college. We are not shackled
cally made up of adjuncts. They
by the concept paper. Members
don’t have departments, they
have brought best practices from
have programs; they don’t have
their home colleges into our dischairs, they have directors. It’s
cussion, which are often brilliant,
a school without tenure, which
and we’ve
makes it a school without acaincorporated
demic freedom.
them into our
So when the administration
recommendadoesn’t answer union and govertions.
nance questions about the new
Having said
community college, is it because
this, there are
they don’t yet have the answers?
some potential
Or because they have answers,
deal-breakers
which they know will raise prothat I hope
tests from the faculty? We have
the union will
been told, repeatedly, that “things
focus on, and those are of course
will be different” in this new
tenure and faculty governance.
school, and this makes me wonder
But I urge you to have an open
what they have in mind.
mind about some of the other issues and to focus attention on
Lisa Rose
them as well. For example, I agree
Associate professor of human
that much of the national discusservices
sion about graduation rates and
BMCC
student persistence is narrow and
uninformed. It came as a surprise
I am co-chair of one of the planto us, but our research indicates
ning committees for the new
that the average age of first-time
community college – and my per-
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freshmen is about 19. Overwhelmingly, the young women we interviewed do not have children, don’t
want to work full-time and are
full-time students. Alarmingly,
among young women of color at
BMCC, for example, there is only
one sophomore for every five
freshmen. CUNY needs to serve
these students better, and this new
college gives us the opportunity to
try new ways of doing that.

Mike Vozick
Adjunct lecturer in biology
BMCC
There is a danger that all the oxygen, all the energy, all the money
will end up going to this new
experimental college, while the
existing community colleges will
be seen as backwaters.
It’s extremely important that
we fight for parallel funding and
parallel support for these six existing community colleges, so that
they can also produce innovative
programs. We need to make sure
that innovation is CUNY-wide, and
not only focused on one model program that is tailored to meet the
needs of industry.

Charlie Post
Associate professor of sociology
BMCC

Steve London
Associate professor of political
science
Brooklyn College
As many union delegates have said
tonight, there is a lot at stake in this
new community college. But I’m
not at all convinced that describing
it as “a charter school” is useful.
And I’m not convinced that this is
at root an attack on our union. To
simply say we need to squash this
plan or we are doomed if it goes
through overstates the case. These
assumptions won’t help us develop
an effective response.
There are serious concerns that
members have raised about this
plan – but I’m concerned about the
way in which some have talked
about job training and vocational
education. Too often in discussions
of the new college, I’ve heard these

Illustrations: Randall Enos

The way CUNY is selling this new
community college and the way
they’re designing it, it’s essentially a
charter school for higher education.
The charter schools were sold to
black and Latino communities, to

having only part-time faculty who
don’t have tenure rights,” etc.
They will use this as the cutting
edge to go after the rest of us.
In our response, we have to
make clear that we’re in favor
of educational innovation. And
innovative projects can be done
at existing community colleges,
they can be done anywhere with a
union contract, and in fact they’ll
be done better with people who are
full-time and empowered.
What 80th Street is talking
about is not educational innovation, but an attempt to smash the
faculty union and smash faculty
governance. And we need to be
crystal clear on that.

educational reformers all across
this country by saying the problem
with public education is not chronic underfunding, it’s not racism in
this society, it’s not poverty, it’s the
teachers’ unions. Teachers’ unions
are the problem, and the protections they have won that make the
job tolerable, such as tenure, are
the main obstacle to educational
innovation.
That’s what CUNY is saying
here. And they’re appealing to lots
of well-intentioned folks across the
University, promising to do good
things for our students – but without making any clear commitment
to a reasonable ratio of full-time to
part-time faculty, without a commitment to academic departments,
without a commitment to elected
chairs and without a commitment
to faculty governance.
They are setting up an experiment that will work well for
a couple of years – and then they
will point to those results and say,
“We need to do the same thing
elsewhere. We need to get rid of
faculty governance, we need to
effectively ice out the union by

terms mentioned in only a negative and derogatory way.
We need to take into account the
real and persistent problems that
confront people in this city who
don’t have GEDs, people who need
job training. Workforce development is a very broad field and the
existing community colleges do
a good job at it. Many unions are
very involved in apprenticeship
programs and the like, and it’s
important for us to understand
how CUNY as an institution could
better serve people who may not
be ready at this moment to enter
into a liberal arts curriculum. It’s
important to understand how we
can bridge that divide and how we
can help them move into a liberal
arts environment.
There’s a lot for us to consider.
It’s true there are many dangers
here, and the dangers have to do
with an instrumental approach to
education, a narrow understanding of graduation rates, misuse of
testing, open access, the two-tier
labor system, and so on. These
problems are not new and are not
unique to the proposed new com-

munity college, but cut across the
existing community and senior
colleges as well.
In positioning the union in this
debate, we need to think carefully
about what targets we pick, about
what is important to emphasize.
For our union, the question should
be how can the University best
serve the people of New York City,
not only for this new community
college, but for CUNY as a whole.

Lorraine Cohen
Professor of sociology
LaGuardia Community College
Whether in a community college
or a senior college, all of us are
educating students in part for
critical thinking, for citizenship,
and so they can gain employment.
Whether someone is an English
major or a business major, both
aspects of education are critically
important. What kind of work
will you do? And how will education change you? Both questions
are central to the mission of any
real college. So if our discussion
sets up too much of a polarization
between the liberal arts and vocational education, that is somewhat false.
But when I read Dean Mogulescu’s recent talk about the
new community college, it seemed
to me that he was very focused
on what the business community
seems to emphasize, on what they
call skill development rather than
disciplinary knowledge.
We know that the best pedagogy
in terms of developing skills is
connected to broader disciplinary
knowledge – especially if we want
to develop skills not just for the
jobs that exist today, but also for
jobs that have yet to be invented.
And it upset me to see that somehow that connection was missing
in the way job training at this new
college has been presented.
This connection is, in part, why
our community colleges have a
general education requirement.
It does not matter whether you’re
studying marketing or biology or
poetry, there is a general ed requirement that is part and parcel
of every college so that we don’t
narrow students’ education in a
way that ultimately would not
serve them well.

Helen Mele Robinson
Assistant professor of education
College of Staten Island
I’m working with the facilities and
infrastructure planning committee for the new community college.
I’m a CUNY product, and all three
of my children have graduated
from CUNY also. That gives me
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out an alternate way of characterthe distinct perspective of viewing
izing, describing, explaining, or
this project from the point of view
naming the problem and possible
of a student or a parent, as well as
solutions.
a faculty member. In our planning
It’s important to identify what
discussions, I see myself as an
in fact is going on. For example,
advocate for both the students and
those promoting charter schools
for the faculty.
in K-12 never mention the long
My previous experience as an
history of under-investment in
education director overseeing a
our public schools. So what we’re
nonprofit facility has come into
left with is starvation and oasis.
play in my role as a committee
In the CUNY context, that means
member. As the committee begins
we have six other community colto look at potential facilities, we are
leges starving, and then we create
asking questions about classroom
an oasis on the side. And while
design, student traffic flow and ofthat oasis is an artifice –
fice space. I think the CUNY
because we are not
representatives on the faciliIssues
offered the resources
ties committee are taking the
of
to really reproduce it
comments and feedback of
curriculum, across the whole system –
the committee members seriously. At this point I haven’t
structure, it is held up as a model
and ultimately used as
seen any red flags thrown up
a Trojan horse for introthat would make me question workload
ducing increased manathe sincerity of the process.
gerial control, privatization, etc.,
At this new college, students
within an impoverished system.
will have to go full-time, at least
To focus our battle, we also need
for the first year. I know not everyto understand that this debate is
one can do that. CUNY has decidhappening in a context in which
ed to take this approach because
public education and public higher
education are being degraded.

Rose Mary Colorafi
Former counseling coordinator,
SEEK
City Tech [2007-2009]

research shows that students who
attend full-time are more likely
to graduate. If we find things at
this college that work, let’s see
how they can be replicated at
other CUNY community colleges.
For instance, how could we make
it possible for more students to
attend full-time? What kind of
support would be needed to make
that possible? During the process
of creating this new college, hopefully these and many, many other
questions will be answered on
how to create an optimal learning
environment.

Mike Fabricant
Professor of social research & policy
Hunter School of Social Work
Executive officer, doctoral program
in social welfare
Graduate Center
It seems to me that you can’t talk
about this community college
plan as though it’s not shaped by
its context. That context includes
a set of conditions that exist in
relationship to public education
in this country, both for K-12 and
for public higher education. What
the University is attempting to
advance is no surprise and it’s
consistent with federal policy.
This is a steamroller that we’re
facing, in the same way that public
school teachers in K-12 have faced
a steamroller regarding charter
schools and testing.
The mistake I think that unions
in K-12 made was that they ceded
the territory of innovation. They
basically reacted to the agenda of
testing and charter schools with-

If students are given the choice to
attend a community college that
is very vocationally oriented and
includes few liberal arts courses,
enrollment and graduation rates at
the other community colleges may
eventually drop off. At the age of 18,
coming from a low-income family
myself, I might have chosen such
a program in order to obtain wellpaid work faster. That would have
been a mistake for my intellectual,
social, and civic life.
While today so much information is available quickly through
various forms of technology, evidence of truly educated people and
well-thought-out ideas seems to
me to be on the decline.
Perhaps some compromise could
be reached whereby the number
of liberal arts courses required
for an associate degree could be
reduced for the new community
college, but not narrowed as much
as in the current plan.

Nick Freudenberg
Distinguished professor of urban
health
Hunter School of Health Sciences
As a public health researcher and
as a longtime activist, I am convinced that one important way for
New York City to reduce its shocking inequities in health and educational achievement is to improve
access to, and quality of, higher
education. Community colleges
provide important paths into fouryear colleges and employment,
and out of poverty. Even as an
ardent admirer of the commitment
and contributions of my colleagues
in community colleges, I am convinced that our current approach
to community college education
needs substantial reform as well
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as significant new resources. Too
many community college students
fail to complete the degree and too
many graduate without the skills
for professional or higher education success.
I am participating in discussions
about the curriculum and student
services at the new community
college, hoping we can learn lessons that can inform CUNY’s –
and other institutions’ – approach
to community colleges. I am especially interested in finding new
and better ways for community
colleges to serve as pipelines into
better paying jobs in the health
care sector and into health professional education. As a longtime
PSC member and supporter, I am
convinced that we can both contribute to educational innovation
and safeguard our professional
status in the University. The new
community college provides an
important forum for the University, for its management, faculty,
staff and students to consider how
CUNY can best fulfill its historic
mission.

Susan Saladino
Instructor in nursing [retired]
CCNY
As a retiree of City College, I
remember how the Goldstein
Report of the 1990s heralded the
closure of the City College School
of Nursing. Since then, we have
experienced a prolonged national
nursing shortage and an even
larger nursing faculty shortage.
The closure of City College Baccalaureate Nursing resulted in
a loss of about 100 graduating
nurses per year from a program
that greatly contributed to the
number of minority nurses with
baccalaureate degrees.
Instead, many more nurses of
color graduate with degrees from
community colleges. Nursing
graduates with associate degrees
do not easily complete their baccalaureate degree or gain entry to
advanced practice nursing graduate programs.
We need minority nurses in
leadership positions in nursing.
Money should be directed towards
increasing the number of nurses
with advanced degrees rather
than turning out more community
college graduates who will only
secure lower-paying jobs.

Sándor John
Adjunct assistant professor of history
Hunter College &
Murphy Institute for Worker
Education
I think we have a certain amount
of empirical evidence accumulated
as to what the administration of
the University is pushing for.
We know that they are pushing
to have more and more tiers in the
labor system, and more and more
tiers in the education that’s offered
to students. We know that they
want to lower their labor costs,

and they also want to weaken the
power of the union. We have quite
a bit of accumulated evidence on
each of these points.
I think that we’ve also seen,
again and again, how the central
administration likes to set up pet
projects that then get special funding and over which 80th Street
acquires special control.
I’m certainly in favor of people
getting job training, or more support as they work toward their
degree. But it’s not far-fetched to

say that the administration has a
consistent set of goals, and that it’s
quite likely that they are pursuing
those goals as they construct this
new community college.
If that’s true, then we need to
have an attitude of combative
defense. We need to struggle for
more, not less, equality; for more,
not less, faculty governance; for
more, not less, union power to defend the students and the workers
and all of us at the University. And
the administration is our antagonist in that fight – yes, they are.

Carmen Solís
Associate professor, SEEK
John Jay College
If the underlying goal of the
planned new community college
initiative is to attract some of the
$12 billion in funding for community colleges proposed by the Obama
administration, or major grants
from large private foundations,
then CUNY is taking the wrong
approach. Instead, it would be in
the best interest of all our students
to provide the existing community
colleges with these much needed
financial resources,
CUNY’s community colleges
and programs that enroll students with the most needs have
consistently been underfunded.
Limited resources in opportunity
programs such as College Discovery in the community colleges
and SEEK in the senior colleges,
create larger counselor-to-student
ratios and restrict the development of innovative programs that
could better prepare students
for opportunities that meet their
real needs. With more adequate
funding, all of our existing CUNY
colleges could develop groundbreaking educational models, in
smaller classes with smaller counselor/student caseloads, geared
toward retraining and restructuring the workforce.
The responsibility of employment preparation should not be
the work of one college. When we
invest in all CUNY colleges, we
empower our urban communities
and uphold the dignity of all.

RF workers keep up pressure
By JOHN TARLETON

Chanting “two percent won’t pay
the rent,” workers at the CUNY
Research Foundation’s Central Office picketed outside the RF’s 41st
Street headquarters during their
lunch hour on October 22. Contract
talks have now gone on for more
than a year, but management is still
dragging its feet on reaching a new
agreement.
“All we are asking for is a fair
day’s pay for a fair day’s work,”
said Dawn Sievers, a member of the
bargaining team who has worked
at RF-CUNY for 23 years. The action drew 75 RF Central Office staff
members and supporters.
Several veterans of the union
struggle at the Stella D’oro bakery
in the Bronx (see page 4) joined the
demonstration. “They [the RF-CUNY
workers] are fighting for their jobs
and their benefits,” said Stella D’oro
shop steward Mike Filippou. “We
have the same interests as them. We
are all working people.”

Management begins to budge

Unified
The day before the lunchtime
rally, RF-CUNY workers flanked
the hallway as management headed
into the conference room to negotiate with the union. They held up
signs reading, “My team speaks
for me,” and “Strike Date TBA,”
reminding management they were
united in their commitment to fight
for a fair deal.
On September 24 the RF-CUNY
workers authorized the PSC to
call a strike with a 91% “yes” vote
and 83% of the employees voting.
Speaking with Clarion before the
October 22 demonstration, workers expressed frustration with
management’s low wage offers,
especially in light of RF President
Richard Rothbard’s recent 44% salary increase.
“The president got a 44% raise
and he wants us to take 2.75%. Why
did he get such a high raise when
we’re the ones doing all the work?”
asked Joyce Dehoney, who has
worked at the Research Foundation
for more than 20 years.
The Research Foundation claims
Rothbard received a smaller raise,
but has not explained why it reported the larger number on its IRS 990
forms.
RF management has been spending $300,000 to $600,000 per year on
anti-union legal consultants – even
though a 4% raise for RF Central
Office staff would cost far less, at
$160,000 per year.

John Tarleton

New CC sparks debate
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Seventy-five RF-CUNY workers and their supporters march for a fair contract
outside Research Foundation headquarters during lunch hour on October 22.
economic package, the employee
contribution to health insurance
premiums would increase from 17%
to 18% in the second year of the contract and 19% in the fourth year of
the contract. Union members said
that management has to do better.
“My whole salary goes to the
babysitter. There is nothing left
for us.” said Boshina Krackowski,
who has an infant daughter and an-

other child on the way. “Everything
is getting expensive these days
– transportation, gas, food, everything. We deserve a raise, not just
management.”
“Everything is going up,” added
Reggie Mack, who has worked for
the RF for 24 years. “The subway
went up. The price of milk is going
up. Our health insurance is going
up. What does that leave us?”

PSC pushes CUNY on flu prep

Slightly Better
Though closely linked to CUNY,
the Foundation is a private-sector
entity and therefore is not covered
by the Taylor Law, a New York State
statute that prohibits strikes by
public-sector employees. No strike
date has been set yet.
Management did budge a bit the
first week in November when it offered a four-year deal that would increase wages by 2.75%, 3%, 3% and
3.25%. As a part of management’s

Pat Arnow

8

PSC President Barbara Bowen testifies at a State Assembly hearing held on October 13 about CUNY’s inadequate preparation for a possible outbreak of the H1N1
flu virus, commonly known as swine flu. Bowen documented the weaknesses in
the CUNY administration’s actions up to that point. To report swine flu preparedness on your campus, fill out a form available at psc-cuny.org.
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New Welfare Fund trustees appointed
Four newly appointed trustees
of the PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund
began their service this fall. Representing a range of disciplines
and union experience, three are
veterans of the Welfare Fund Advisory Council, comprised of elected members from each campus.
The new trustees – Robert Putz,
Dan Pinello, Terry Parker and Paula Whitlock – say they will make
prudent decisions to keep the Fund
financially strong and safeguard
the benefits of PSC members.

keen eye
Robert Putz of Kingsborough
Community College brings his
experience both within the PSC
and from his previous career in
finance.
“Before I came to teach here at
Kingsborough in 2000, I worked
on Wall Street for 15 years,” said
Putz, now a faculty member in
mathematics and computer science. As a former bond analyst, it
was a natural fit for Putz to serve
on the union’s Finance Committee and the Welfare Fund’s
Investment Policy Committee.
“I very carefully watched what
people did with their money,” Putz
said, “And I brought this same point
of view to the Fund’s Investment
Policy Committee.”

A team of experienced advisors
Dan Pinello has taught political
science at John Jay College for the
past 16 years. As a long-serving
Fund Advisory Council member,
he has seen the Fund come back
from “a very dire fiscal condition,”
and has been impressed with the
current leadership’s stewardship
of the Fund. “My goal is to be very
fiscally responsible so we’re never
in that position again,” he told
Clarion. “Monitoring the Welfare
Fund’s financial reserves is key to
that goal,” Pinello said.
New trustee Terry Parker originally came to LaGuardia Community College in 1981 as a student, and
since that time he has worn many
hats. Today, Parker works as media
services manager in the library department at LaGuardia and serves
as a PSC grievance counselor for
College Laboratory Technicians.
Parker also teaches as an adjunct
in LaGuardia’s Cooperative Education Department, which gives him a
perspective on the particular needs
of adjunct faculty members, who
are among CUNY’s lowest paid employees. He also has a long history
with the Fund since he served as an
Advisory Council representative
from LaGuardia.
Paula Whitlock began at Brooklyn College’s Computer and Infor-

mation Sciences Department in
1990 and was first elected to the
Fund’s Advisory Council in the
mid 1990s. For a period of time,
she also served as a Brooklyn College acting registrar. Like trustee
Pinello, she saw first-hand how
the Fund almost went bankrupt. “I
was on the Advisory Council in the
1990s as the Fund headed for insolvency,” said Whitlock. “Now, with
the reserve having been rebuilt,
I look forward to CUNY making
greater contributions to the Fund
so that we may consider increasing benefit levels. I hope to guide
the fund and make wise decisions
for the membership and to make
sure the Fund remains solvent.”

retiree member
The Fund now has a total of 12
trustees. After a change in the
Fund “Trust Indenture” last year,
a retiree joined the board as a
voting member for the first time.
Former trustee David Kotelchuck,
now retired, has returned to
serve in that capacity. Before the
change, a retiree trustee could
only offer advice, but had no vote.
Kotelchuck brings a background
in public health to his work as a
Welfare Fund trustee: He directed
the Hunter College Center for Oc-

Health care rates increase
By LARRY MORGAN
Executive Director, PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund

What plan best fits your needs?

Some participants in the New York
City Health Benefit Plan, which
covers full-time employees in the
PSC bargaining unit, saw two premium changes in 2009: the annual
adjustment in July and a second
adjustment in September. The September adjustment was a one-time
event – but these increased costs
highlight the importance of making sure you have made the best
choice of coverage for your needs.
This year the annual period for
making changes to basic health
insurance coverage ends on November 30. If participants are
considering changing plans, they
must be sure to do so before then,
or risk having to wait until the
fall of 2010 to make the switch. All
changes made before the November 30 deadline will become effective January 1, 2010.

includes a link to the OLR site, where
there is a list of insurance plans, riders and cost comparison charts.
Members should submit completed
applications to their campus benefits
office before the deadline.

website
In order to make transfers, additions or drops in basic health coverage, full-time faculty and staff must
submit a new health benefits application, available from campus benefits
offices or the Office of Labor Relations (OLR) website. The Welfare
Fund website, www.psccunywf.org,

The additional September increases were the result of a complex balancing act to save $400
million in NYC’s costs for employee health coverage. In the two
largest plans (GHI and HIP), new
coverage rules were implemented
one-time hike
(see the Summer 2009 Clarion,
Here’s the background on the page 9). The HIP changes effecSeptember one-time rate increase, tively lowered the rate that the
which affected full-timers in plans City pays HIP, which is the baseline against which all other premiother than HIP or GHI:
ums are measured. When
Those who are covered by
the City health plan have the Coverage the HIP rate went down,
the extra cost of all of the
option of premium-free enrollchange
“buy-up” plans automatiment in HIP or GHI. The City’s
cally increased. This was
agreement on health coverage deadline
reflected in an increase in
with the unions in the Munici- Nov. 30
payroll deductions for prepal Labor Committee, which
includes the PSC, specifies the pre- mium payments for those in the
mium per-capita rate the City will “buy-up” plans. The net impact
pay HIP for this basic coverage, a was that bi-weekly premiums for
Aetna, Cigna, GHI-HMO, Empire
rate that GHI also accepts.
Those who choose another insur- BCBS, HIP-POS and Vytra all inance carrier, with a different level creased by $1.53 for individual
of coverage, must pay the differ- contracts and $3.74 for family covence between the rate that the City erage. Premiums for optional ridpays HIP and the rate charged by ers were not affected.
Such plans may still be the right
the alternate carrier. That difference is generally calculated each choice for many, depending on their
July, after which the enrollees in coverage needs, but if changes
plans other than HIP and GHI see a need to be made, individuals must
be sure to do so by November 30.
change in their premium rates.

cupational and Environmental bership about the importance of
Health for many years, and until financial controls and fiscally reSeptember, was co-chair of the sponsible behavior. It’s just good
PSC Health and Safety Committee. governance.”
In addition to serving as an interHis past years of experience
with the Welfare Fund, and time mediary between the independent
as a union delegate, have given accounting firm and the Fund’s
Kotelchuck a deep familiarity management team, Martell said
with the issues of the Fund and the Audit Committee plans to do a
the responsibilities of trustees. risk assessment to identify potential
“Since the financial crisis we concerns. “This is members’ money,
and there always needs to
faced early in my tenure as
be a very thoughtful profesa trustee, we have improved Trustees
sional approach to how the
the functioning of the Welfare vow
trustees treat that money,”
Fund, cut costs, improved the
Martell told Clarion.
level of benefits, and insti- to be
The trustees exercise
tuted a process to reexamine good
all contracts with outside con- stewards. fiduciary responsibility
over the Fund. Nine trustees
tractors every several years,”
are appointed to three-year terms
Kotelchuck told Clarion.
Other trustees have also brought by PSC President Barbara Bowen,
important innovations to the Fund. who serves ex officio as chair of the
Trustee Terrence Martell, Saxe Fund’s board. In addition to those
Distinguished Professor of Finance mentioned above, other trustees
at Baruch’s Zicklin School of Busi- appointed by Bowen are, Steve Lonness, proposed that the Fund cre- don (Fund Executive Officer and
ate a trustee Audit Committee and PSC First Vice President), Robert
has taken it on as a major initiative. Cermele (Fund Treasurer and PSC
The trustees accepted his sugges- Vice President for Senior Colleges),
tion and changed the bylaws last and Sherrian Grant Fordham (York
year. The Audit Committee gives College and HEO Chapter Executhe Fund an extra layer of financial tive Committee). CUNY manageoversight, in addition to the long- ment has two representatives on
standing annual audit by an inde- the board of trustees: Gloriana Wapendent accounting firm. Martell ters, Vice Chancellor for Human
has experience with audit commit- Resources Management, serves
tees since he serves as the faculty ex officio, and Leslie Williams,
representative to the CUNY Board University Director for Employee
of Trustees Audit Committee, and Benefits, serves as the Chancellor’s
serves on the audit committee of designee.
The Welfare Fund provides
the Intercontinental Exchange, a
New York Stock Exchange-listed prescription drug coverage, optical, dental, and other benefits for
firm.
“The Audit Committee’s job is to full-time CUNY faculty and profesensure that the trustees are fully sional staff, as well as basic health
informed about all aspects of the insurance for eligible adjuncts. (For
audit process,” said Martell. “It more details on WF benefits, see
sends a strong signal to the mem- www.psccunywf.org.)

GROWing a movement

Dania Rajendra

By HEATHER APPEL

John Jay student Sergio Galvez leads a discussion during the second annual
GROW (Grassroots Organizing Weekend) training held at the PSC in October.
Facilitated by trainers from the United States Student Association, the twopart workshop series teaches students political organizing skills as well as
the basics of the CUNY budget process. Seventeen students from seven CUNY
colleges participated.
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To join the union, sign a card
By John Tarleton

Tony Davis recently started his
second year as the director of Baruch’s College Now program. He assumed he was a member of the PSC
from the time he started his job,
since he saw money deducted from
his paycheck every two weeks. So
Davis was startled last month when
he received a mailing urging him to
enroll in a union that he thought he
already belonged to.
“My first year was a blur,” Davis
told Clarion. “Because I was learning my job, I didn’t really have time
to study all the nuances of how the
union works.”

agency fee
Until someone signs a union membership card and it is received by
the union office, they are not a PSC
member. The deduction from Davis’s
paycheck was an “agency fee,” which
covers the union’s cost of representing non-members covered by the
PSC-CUNY contract in bargaining
for better wages and benefits for
all, and representing any employee
whose rights have been violated, etc.
There’s no difference in the percentage of the paycheck deduction,
whether for agency fee or union

Outreach to non-members
dues: It’s a deduction of 1.05% for ings to those who have not yet
full-time employees, or 1% for part- joined.
timers. But non-members don’t
Professor of philosophy Carol
have the right to shape union policy Gould joined the Hunter faculty
by voting on contract ratification or this fall and was surprised to disin elections for union officers.
cover that she was not a member
To Marcia Newfield, PSC
when she recently went
vice president for part-time Some are
to look up her benefits
personnel, that means join- surprised
on the website of New
ing the union is just common
York State United Teachto learn
sense. “Why would you want
ers (NYSUT), the PSC’s
to disenfranchise yourself?” they never
statewide affiliate. After
she asks. “Wouldn’t you rath- joined.
speaking with the PSC
er add to your power?”
Membership Department,
The next PSC chapter elections Gould sent in her card, and became
will be held in early April. To vote, a union member on October 26.
members must have been union
“It was a combination of self-inmembers for the four months prior to terest and the fact that I generally
the election. To take part in chapter support unions,” said Gould, the
elections next spring, members must award-winning author of Globalizjoin by December 1.
ing Democracy and Human Rights.
“They represent us collectively in a
reminders
way that we can’t necessarily repFaculty and professional staff at resent ourselves individually.”
Gould commented that the union
CUNY do not always receive union
materials, including an enrollment needs to constantly publicize the imcard, when they are hired. Even portance of sending in one’s memwhen they do, these materials bership card. “When the payments
are often overlooked or set aside. automatically come out of your paySo the PSC sends out enrollment check, you assume that you are alcards in regular reminder mail- ready a member,” Gould said.

Naomi Weinman, an associate
HEO from Queens College, had
turned her signed card in to her human resources department before
her appointment started on July 1.
However, the union never received
her card, so she sent in a second card
after receiving the mailing.
“I will look forward to voting,”
Weinman said. “It’s important to
support the union. We need to have
the union working for us.”

signing up
With the beginning of a new school
year, the PSC is working hard to enroll fee payers as union members.
Mailings have been sent to HEOs,
adjuncts, continuing education
teachers and graduate assistants, as
well as CLTs and full-time faculty.
As of October 2, part-time faculty
had the lowest rate of enrollment at
55%. CLTs are enrolled at 65%, HEOs
at 77% and full-time faculty at 82%.
Hostos was the top CUNY campus,
with an overall faculty enrollment
rate of 80%, including a 69% sign-up
rate among part-time faculty.
The HEO chapter has been an
especially active participant in the
union’s efforts to sign up fee payers
this semester. Besides sending out
a mailing, HEO chapter leaders and

PSC organizers have done walkarounds on several campuses to
meet fee payers where they work.
These efforts in turn are part of a
longer-term initiative to build union
power within HEO ranks.
“It’s the personal touch that makes
a big difference. They see the union
isn’t something out there,” said Donna Gill, an Assistant HEO at Hunter
and a member of the PSC Executive
Council. “It helps mobilize people
when needed.”
For Tony Davis the benefits of joining a union are clear. “We can never
take anything for granted, especially in these times. We need that extra
support at our back,” Davis said. “It’s
an invaluable thing to have.”
To check whether you are a PSC
member, take a look at your paycheck. On senior college pay stubs,
the deduction is marked “Dues” for
those who are union members, and
“A/S” for non-members paying an
agency fee. Community college pay
stubs are marked “PROF STF C-U”
for PSC members paying union dues,
and “PRO STF CON” for non-members paying an agency fee. If you
need an enrollment card, call 212354-1252 and ask for the Membership
Department.

Meet the PSC’s Membership Department
The PSC is always in motion – protesting budget cuts, building political alliances, defending the rights
of faculty and staff and more.
Much of this activity depends on
the union’s ability to keep track of
its thousands of members – a task
that is quietly overseen by a pair of
women who have handled this logistical challenge going back more
than two decades.
Diana Rosato joined the PSC in
1977 as an executive assistant to
former president Irwin Polishook
and took over as coordinator of the
Membership Department in 1983.
Ana Torres joined the following
year as Rosato’s assistant. Their
work is essential to the union’s ability to communicate effectively with
members, and to hold elections in
which all eligible members are able
to participate.

database
“Members are the base of the
union, and we are always trying
to reach out to faculty and staff
who have not yet joined, answer
any questions about the benefits of
membership, and be sure we have
up-to-date contact information,”
said Rosato.
Maintaining the department’s
membership database ensures that
union members receive ballots for
contract ratification and union elections, as well as their copies of Clarion and special communications on

They keep it all together
out. “It’s their dues and fees that
pay our salaries,” she notes, “so we
have a responsibility to hear what
people have to say.”
Having held her position under
both the PSC’s current and former
leadership, Rosato knows the importance of being fair and impartial when hearing appeals from
would-be voters during a heated
voting
election campaign. “As a member
“The union’s effectiveness de- of the union’s professional staff, I
pends on communication with always take a neutral role,” Rosato
members,” said Ferrari. “Whether says. “Nobody has ever asked me to
it’s on the contract or a political is- bend a rule. We go by what the card
file or computer record
sue, you can’t get involved
if you don’t know what the Essential to record says.”
W hen membersh ip
union is doing.”
cards are received at
One of the most important union
tasks for the Membership De- connections the PSC office they are
clocked in (with date and
partment is making sure that
and
time) in the mailroom,
the membership rolls are acand this becomes the ofcurate, which is a challenge orderly
ficial time at which somebecause there are changes elections
one has joined the union.
every semester, particularly
among part-timers. And since Torres then inputs the data on the
2000, PSC membership has grown completed membership card in the
by 76%. “People want to know why individual’s membership record.
Depending on whether someone
membership isn’t automatic since
the payroll deductions seem to be,” works at a community college or
said Rosato. Under State labor law, senior college, the membership dethere is an “opt-in” requirement, partment forwards the information
so employees have to sign a mem- to the City or State to have the agenbership card. Otherwise they are cy fee code changed to union dues.
New York State United Teachers
agency fee payers under the law.
Whether a CUNY employee is (NYSUT), the statewide teachers’
calm or upset, Rosato says it is im- federation of which PSC is a memportant to listen and hear people ber, will subsequently send out a

urgent topics.
Working together with the PSC’s
e-mail guru, Doug Ferrari, the Membership Department maintains the
e-mail list for This Week at the PSC,
the union’s weekly online newsletter. (If you don’t get This Week and
would like to receive it, sign up at
www.psc-cuny.org/ThisWeek.)

John Tarleton

By JOHN TARLETON

The PSC Membership Department relies on a computer database to keep track of
members, but signed union cards are kept on file. From left to right: Ana Torres,
Diana Rosato, and Doug Ferrari.
laminated membership card.
“There are a lot of details involved
in this job,” Rosato says. “I like talking to members and going the extra
step to help them solve a problem.”

rapid growth
Today there are more details
to keep track of due to the union’s
steady membership growth. In October 1996, the PSC had just over
9,000 members, of whom only 524

were part-timers. Now, the union
has 17,000 members, including
more than 5,000 part-timers.
“It’s interesting to see each chapter grow,” says Torres. “At some
colleges the chapter chairs work
really hard to recruit people, and
you can see that.”
To contact the PSC Membership Department, call 212-354-1252.

opinion
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Research foundation

RF-CUNY needs to come clean

N

o CUNY researcher likes it
when overhead fees are taken
out of our grants by the Research Foundation. Depending on the grant, whether
it’s a service project or basic research
grant, anywhere between 8% and 54% can
be taken out of the bottom line. While we
sometimes wonder if the percentages are
really justified, we understand that there
are real overhead expenses that must be
met. No one questions the fact that it costs
money to provide heat and electricity for
the space we use, or to handle a payroll for
grant-based employees.
However, the CUNY Research Foundation (RF) is spending our hard-won grant
money on another type of “overhead” that
is unnecessary and wasteful – and which
could ultimately interfere with our ability
to conduct research and do our work. A few
million dollars of money taken from our
grants has been spent on the services of
Nixon Peabody, a union-busting law firm.
This law firm is not working in the interests
of our grants.
While the Research Foundation has its
own in-house Office of Legal Affairs, Nixon
Peabody provides a different kind of expertise: its experience in fighting unions. As the
firm’s website explains, Nixon Peabody offers
“union-avoidance training,” and strategic
advice on how to defeat union organizing tactics. “Our attorneys have successfully helped
employers of all sizes resist unionization efforts,” the site declares.

how much?
The CUNY Research Foundation has
spent well over $2 million on Nixon Peabody’s anti-union services, at an annual cost
that has run between $300,000 and $600,000.
These figures are based on the RF’s annual federal Form 990 – but that data does
not include any spending since June 2008.
The RF refuses to disclose how much it has
paid Nixon Peabody since that time – even
though it will eventually have to make these
figures public, as required by federal law.
The RF’s secretive attitude about this
spending is at odds with the values that
should guide the work of a university. The
Foundation owes it to CUNY faculty and
staff to act in a more transparent manner –
after all, this money was taken from grants
that we secured. I am sure that many of the
principal investigators would like the RF to
disclose its current spending on Nixon Peabody’s services, and how much the firm has
been paid over the last year and a half.
I, for one, would like to know where our
“overhead” money is going.

RF Central Office
staff would cost
just $160,000 per
year; 4% per year
for three years
would be $480,000.
What, then, is the
value added by Nixon
Peabody’s services?
Hiring anti-union legal
consultants is not only
wasteful, it is counter-productive. CUNY researchers
need our grants administered as
effectively as possible, and if a problem arises we need it resolved quickly. We
need the RF to retain its most experienced
staff, who come to know our grants in detail
over time. That requires paying good wages
and providing good benefits.

short-sighted
From my own experience as a principal
investigator working with large grants
over many years, I know the difference it
can make to work with experienced staff
on grant administration. Fighting to keep
RF wages and benefits low is a classic example of “penny wise, pound foolish.” We
want to keep our best people continuously
working on our grants and we want to
create the positive working conditions for
them to stay.
But this policy is counter-productive
in a deeper way as well. It creates an atmosphere of conflict and mistrust where
employees feel their efforts are not valued.
Spending money from our grants on an
anti-union law firm has only made contract
talks slower and more contentious – and
that doesn’t help get any research or grant
work done.
So who does benefit from the RF taking
a hard-line in labor relations? A few years
ago there was a cartoon reproduced in a
publication of the Institute for Southern
Studies. It was crudely drawn, reproduced
from a local union leaflet that showed a
sharp-eyed lawyer pushing a list of antiunion demands across the negotiating table.
His thought balloon says, “Ha ha! Now the
union and company will fight, while I make
$300 per hour!”

cUI bono?
The cartoon is coarse, but it makes a
useful point. A strong anti-union stance by
the RF may not be in the interest of CUNY
researchers, or of the University as a whole.
But it is clearly in the interest of Nixon Peabody’s billable hours.

Randall Enos

By NANCY ROMER

The RF’s anti-union policy is part of a
broader trend in US society. Rising corporate
hostility towards unions and weak labor laws
have produced a paradox: Opinion surveys
show that most working Americans would
like to belong to a union, but over the last
generation unionization rates and workingclass wages have both declined. That’s been
bad for our country – and right now the Research Foundation is part of the problem.
CUNY itself receives grants for job development and workforce training, with the
goals of helping to create more good-paying
jobs in NYC, and helping more New Yorkers
to get them. But RF management is putting
its thumb on the other side of the scale, trying to keep wages low while living costs rise.
In the current contract talks between the
RF and its Central Office employees, it is
clear who is being reasonable and who is
not. The median annual salary of RF Central Office employees is $46,000. Their last
contract included a significant increase in
employee contributions to health insurance
premiums, from 11% to 17%, though wages
barely kept up with inflation.
In the current long-running contract bargaining, RF management began by offering

Our grant money wasted on union busters.

annual increases of 0% to 1.0%, and it has
increased that offer slowly, in small increments only when put under pressure by
employee organizing. (See page 8.)
Frustrated by this stubborn foot-dragging
in talks that have now lasted more than a
year, RF Central Office employees voted in
mid-September to authorize their negotiating team to call a strike. But no strike date
has yet been set, and there is still time to
avoid such a confrontation.

a choice
Top administrators at the CUNY Research
Foundation now face a choice. They can continue to court conflict and risk a work stoppage that would disrupt our research, or they
can make a smart, cost-effective decision to
stop wasting our grant money on anti-union
consultants, increase their contract offer, and
quickly conclude a fair settlement.
It is clear which choice would make more
money for Nixon Peabody. And it is clear
which choice would be better for CUNYbased research and grant-funded projects.
Nancy Romer is professor of psychology at
Brooklyn College. She has served as a principal investigator of grants totaling over $5
million and was on the PSC Executive Council for nine years.

wasteful
More fundamentally, the Foundation
should rethink its current approach to labor
relations.
Hiring Nixon Peabody for advice on how
to fight the union has been wasteful. RF
management has now been in contract bargaining with employees at its Central Office,
who are members of the PSC, for more than
a year. The Foundation won’t say how much
it has paid Nixon Peabody during this time
– but in the past the RF has paid the firm up
to $609,000 annually, with recent years averaging more than $400,000. A 4% raise for
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Return Service Requested

Faculty survey due by Nov. 25
An important reminder for
full-time and adjunct faculty:
The deadline for completing the
University Faculty Senate’s Faculty
Experience Survey is November 25.
The survey informs the Chancellery
on the merits and problems of
campus life through the lens of
faculty members. The adjunct
faculty survey is a first pilot effort
that will inform possible future
survey projects.

If you were a full-time or adjunct
faculty member teaching by April
1, 2009, you will have received
3 postcards at your home with
a user ID and password for
completing the survey online.
Survey data is being collected
by a non-CUNY entity, Votenet. If
you have not received a postcard
or have lost it, please call the
toll-free Votenet number for a
replacement: 1-866-975-7133.
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albany

Budget cuts are not inevitable
By BARBARA BOWEN
PSC President

spent $2.78 billion on private consultants,
paying them an average of 54% more than
public employees doing the same work. End
just half the contracting out, and save $730
million over the next three years.

T

tax breaks
It’s true that New York faces a real
crisis, but we’re not hearing the whole
truth about its origin. When times were
good, the State gave sweet tax breaks
to the richest residents, cutting the top
personal income tax rate in half over the
last 30 years. New York’s income would be
$19 billion higher this year, eliminating
all need for budget cuts, if the State had
merely maintained its 1993 tax structure.
But instead, New York State allowed those
most able to afford it to stop paying their
share, and shifted its revenue structure
to rely disproportionately on Wall Street.
The result is that the State’s fiscal health
is now inseparable from the health of the
financial sector.
The budget crisis is intensified by the
requirement that New York and other state
governments must balance their budgets
each year. Unlike the federal government,
New York does not have the option of
creating a deficit. So the State has essentially two options: cut spending, or increase
revenue. Too little has been said in Albany
about the possibility of saving money by
eliminating waste, and too much has been
said about the “necessity” of making deep
cuts in the public sector. The possibility of

5. Save on prescription drug purchasing.
The Fiscal Policy Institute argues that
New York State could take advantage of
language inserted into last year’s budget
to negotiate directly with pharmaceutical
companies and save money on bulk purchases for the Department of Health. The
savings could be in the hundreds of millions of dollars.

Randall Enos

here is no doubt that New York
State is facing a severe budget
crisis. Governor Paterson may
have overstated the case in his
speech to the legislature on
the eve of a special session about budget
cuts, but it is indisputable that the State
faces a shortfall of $3 billion for the rest
of this year and projected deficits of between $6 billion and $15 billion over the
next two years.
Looking at these numbers, it’s easy to believe that there is no alternative to cutting
state expenditures by millions of dollars.
And that’s exactly what many in political
power want us to believe. Cutting spending
is the way to save the State, says Governor
Paterson. Public employees must give up
their cushy benefits and pensions, say the
editorial pages. The rhetoric of inevitability
is everywhere.

long-term tax reform to restore a fairer system is not even under discussion. Instead,
Albany is debating how to deliver a second
cut this year to institutions like CUNY,
which should receive additional funding
because of their central role in revitalizing
the state’s economy.
Those in power have a lot at stake in
persuading us that there is no choice but
to cut budgets, but there is an alternative.
New York could start with the actions listed below, to protect the State’s short-term
and long-term fiscal stability and avoid
the need for self-sabotaging budget cuts.
(My list owes much to the analyses of the
Fiscal Policy Institute, whose rigorous and
elegant work is available at www.fiscal
policy.org.)

1. Use rainy day funds. Looking at the
State’s bottom line, I think we can say it’s
raining. New York State has two funds for
unplanned deficits or economic downturns.
The State should use the Tax Stabilization
Fund, which stands at $1.039 billion, and
the State Rainy Day Fund, which totals
$400 million, before a single cut to CUNY is
contemplated.
2. Secure an extension of the funds to
states in the federal stimulus. Governor Paterson himself has pointed out that
states’ economies recover from a recession

more slowly than the federal economy. Recognizing that, the federal government included approximately $140 billion of “state
fiscal relief” in the federal stimulus bill,
and planned for that portion of the stimulus
to expire in phases, ending in June 2011.
These funds may not last long enough for
New York and other states facing severe
economic downturns. New York should lead
the 47 other states with deficits, by pressing
Washington for such an extension now.

3. Advocate for “Stimulus 2.” New York
State should also advocate with the federal
government for a second stimulus bill,
one that would continue to provide direct
help to states’ economies and support real
job growth. Higher education should be a
priority in a second bill; the first stimulus
allowed many states, including New York,
to allocate minimal federal funds for public colleges and universities. The State
government would have legions of allies
in such advocacy; unions and community
groups would welcome the chance to add
their support.
4. Close loopholes and end waste. New
York has several budget loopholes and
wasteful programs that should be closed.
The failed Empire Zone Program costs the
State approximately $600 million a year.
In the fiscal year 2007-08, New York State

Alternative choices should be considered.

6. Reform personal income tax. Last year
New York took an important step by introducing a temporary, modest reform in the
personal income tax system. But the state
took the option of enacting the smallest of
the proposed reforms, and made it effective for only three years. The only lasting
solution to the State’s revenue problem is
to fix the State’s revenue—and that means
restoring a fair tax system.

Different outcome
The last time budget cuts seemed so
inevitable was probably 1975, when New
York City declared fiscal crisis. At that
point, CUNY accounted for less than 5%
of the City’s budget, yet it came in for a
major share of the cuts. The crisis provided an excuse to roll back gains that had
taken a generation and militant struggle
to achieve: Tuition was imposed for the
first time in CUNY’s history, and 3,294
full-time faculty were laid off at a stroke.
The dramatic integration of the student
body produced by open admissions began
to melt into air. As historian Josh Freeman
writes, “By 1980 the university had 50%
fewer black and Hispanic freshmen than
four years earlier.”
CUNY has not fully recovered from its
evisceration in 1975; today there are still
5,000 fewer full-time faculty than before
the fiscal crisis. In the current crisis, a
different outcome is possible, but only if
we assert an alternative to the false logic
of inevitability. Another hollowing out of
CUNY under the guise of fiscal necessity
is not inevitable; it is a policy decision. Another policy is possible.

